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Throughput (jobs / hour)

Cores

Linux 2.6.37

Entering wait queues: 45 s
Atomic ops on shared data: 196 s
Kernel: 150 s
User: 391 s

Idle: 19%
Atomic ops: 62%

22x
Enable VM-intensive multithreaded software to scale.
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mmap
- Creates VMAs

page fault
- Create and fill page table on demand

munmap
- Removes VMAs, clears page tables, frees pages

Two invariants:
- Internal consistency of VMA tree
- Consistency between VM representations
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- **mmap** (W): Creates VMAs
- **page fault** (R): Create and fill page table on demand
- **munmap** (W): Removes VMAs, clears page tables, frees pages

VMA tree

- Regions (VMA's)
- Virtual memory
- Page tables
- Page directory
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- Serial mmap/munmap, page faults delayed
- Parallel page faults
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Limited concurrency
What's so bad about RW locks?

- Limited concurrency
- Increasing lock cache line movement
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Must minimize cache line movement.
Page faults must run concurrently with mapping operations.
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Contributions

An RCU-based scheme for highly scalable page fault handling

An RCU-compatible balanced binary tree (Bonsai)

Implementation and evaluation in Linux 2.6.37
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锁无锁读 + 单独指针更新 + 延迟释放

长度(

p = head;
for (i=0; p; p=p->next, i++);
return i;

无锁，无障碍物
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unlock();
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Lock-free reads + Single pointer update + Delayed free

head

length()

\[ p = \text{head}; \]
\[ \text{for} \ (i=0; \ p; \ p=p->\text{next}, \ i++); \]
\[ \text{return} \ i; \]

No locks, no barriers

pop_n(n)

\[ \text{lock}(); \]
\[ \text{for} \ (p=\text{head}; \ p&&n; \ p=p->\text{next}, \ n--); \]
\[ \text{rcu\_free}(p); \]
\[ \text{head} = p; \]
\[ \text{unlock}(); \]

Updates exactly one pointer

Free is delayed until all readers return (e.g., by waiting for all CPU's to schedule)
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Address space operations update many pointers

The page fault handler isn't read-only
General approach

- Remove address space lock from page fault fast path
- Reduce writes required to map/unmap memory
- Detect remaining races and retry racing page faults
General approach
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Race detection and recovery
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Balancing performs multiple pointer updates, so lock-free readers can see partial updates [Fraser '03, Fraser '07, Howard '10, etc]
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The better Bonsai tree

We can do better
Insertion allocates $O(\log n)$ nodes, frees $O(\log n)$ nodes

~2

~1

Bonsai maintains internal tree consistency while enabling lock-free VMA lookup

Multiple rotations commit separately; lock-free lookup is still safe

Rotation still out-of-place

Push pointer update down
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page_fault(va)
▷ Find VMA for va
▷ Walk page table tree
   ▷ Allocate page table as needed
   ▷ If VMA unlinked or va invalid, retry fault
▷ Allocate page and set PTE

munmap(start, end)
▷ Removes/adjusts VMA's
▷ Clear page table entries and free pages
▷ RCU-Free unused page tables

Previously protected by the AS lock; now lock-free

Makes lock-free walk safe

RCU + race detection + retries is a potent combination.
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**Psearchy**

Throughput (jobs / hour) vs. Cores

- Scalable VM (green)
- Stock Linux (blue)

**Dedup**

Throughput (jobs / hour) vs. Cores

- Scalable VM (green)
- Stock Linux (blue)
Application scalability (Psearchy, dedup)

Address space scalability matters for real applications. Our design eliminates kernel bottlenecks.
Address space scalability matters for real applications. Our design eliminates kernel bottlenecks.

Metis, Psearchy and Dedup are >80% user space
How does the VM system perform in isolation?
Microbenchmark design
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![Graph showing page fault rate, no mmap]

- **Scalable VM**
  - Page faults/sec (millions): 20
  - 9269 cycles

- **Stock Linux**
  - Page faults/sec (millions): 0
  - 320,818 cycles
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Page faults have constant cost

Page fault rate, no mmap

Page faults can scale at constant cost to very high rates and regardless of memory mapping load.
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Page faults can scale at constant cost

Thank you